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Super Crispy Wa!les 
WITH ANY BERRY COMPOTE

Optional Prep
The compote can be made up to 1 week 
ahead and stored in the refrigerator. 
(Go ahead and make a triple batch, as 
ЃɴΎ˩ˮľ͆ȬǸȣľȬЃ͆͏ɴ͆Ƙɐģ͆ɀ�ɐЃ͆ˮľ�̆ɴɐ̆͆�ɐģ͆
ways to eat it!) 

Tip
�'6�3.�7-30�̦-301ƕ The base recipe 
here is naturally gluten free. The heart-
Ǹľˮ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆ʬˮɴϩǸģľ̆͆͏ľϽ͏Ύˮľ͆�ɐģ͆ƪ�ϩɴ Ěˮ͆
�ɐģ͆͏Ǥľ͆ˮǸöľ͆ƪɴΎ Ěˮ͆͏Ǥľ͆͏ˮ�ģǸ͏Ǹɴɐ�Ȭ͆öǤɴǸöľ͆
Ɔɴˮ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ̆͆Ǹɐ͆ɀΎöǤ͆ɴƆ͆͏Ǥľ͆�ɀľˮǸö�ɐ͆
South, makes them especially light and 
crispy. Using primarily all-purpose or 
�͆ǃȬΎ͏ľɐǱƆˮľľ͆ϯǤǸ͏ľ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆ɀǸϽ͆ϯɴˮȣ̆͆
well, too, though you won’t get the 
ľϽöľʬ͏Ǹɴɐ�Ȭ͆öˮǸ̆ʬǸɐľ̆̆͆ɴƆ͆�͆ˮǸöľ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ˄͆
/ɴˮ͆ЃɴΎˮ͆ɀǸϽ͆ɴƆ͆Ǥľ�ˮ͏Ǹľˮ͆ƪɴΎˮ̆Ě͆�ϩɴǸģ͆
using more than ¼ cup of any one, as it 
ϯǸȬȬ͆̆ǤǸƆ͏͆͏Ǥľ͆ƪ�ϩɴˮ̆͆͏ɴɴ͆Ɔ�ˮ͆Ǹɐ͆�͆̆ǸɐǃȬľ͆
direction. 

�#04#1�͇�2-�͈�ư�#!�31#�2&#� �22#0�'1�2&',�
�,"�2&#�5�$̦#1�!--)�3.�13.#0�*'%&2�
and crispy, folks might eat a surprising 
,3+ #0�-$�5�$̦#1�',�-,#�1'22',%Ɩ�
particularly if you use a classic-style 
5�$̦#�+�)#0Ɩ��1�-..-1#"�2-�2&#�"##.#0�
�#*%'�,ƚ127*#ƕƱ

�*32#,�$0##Ɩ�"#.#,"',%�-,�2&#�̦-30�
used

	/3'.+#,2Ɨ���5�$̦#�'0-,ƕ��&#�27.#�-$�
5�$̦#�'0-,Ɯ1'8#Ɩ�1&�.#Ɩ�+�2#0'�*Ɯ5'**�
dramatically affect the number of 
5�$̦#1�7-3�+�)#Ɩ��1�5#**��1�&-5�*'%&2�
-0�2&'!)�-0�!0'1.7�2&#7��0#ƕ�

Making compote—a fruity, jammy sauce made with little more than 
ƆˮΎǸ͏Ě͆�͆̆ϯľľ͏ľɐľ Ěˮ͆�ɐģ͆�͆ȬǸ͏͏Ȭľ͆͏Ǹɀľ͆͏ɴ͆öɴɐöľɐ͏ˮ�͏ľ͆͏Ǥľ͆ƪ�ϩɴˮ̆ŨǸ̆͆�͆
simple thing with a big return. Learn how to make this simple Any Berry 
Compote recipe, and you’ll be thinking up endless ways to eat it: over 
pancakes (page 55), crepes (page 57), or puff daddies (page 45), on ice 
cream (page 211), with panna cotta (page 209), in a glass of seltzer, or on 
a giant spoon with peanut butter. Literally, limitless options. Here we’ve 
ʬ�Ǹˮľģ͆Ǹ͏͆ϯǸ͏Ǥ͆�͆ˮľöǸʬľ͆Ɔɴˮ͆iΎʬľˮ͆�ˮǸ̆ʬЃ͆��Ɔƪľ̆Ě͆ϯǤǸöǤ͆�ˮľ͆�̆͆ÓΎ͏͏ľˮЃ͆�̆͆
they are light. 

Ingredients 
ANY BERRY COMPOTE

Berries,͆͆öΎʬ̆͆�ɐЃ͆͏ЃʬľĚ͆Ɔˮľ̆Ǥ͆
and/or frozen

Sugar, about ¼ cup (use slightly more 
or less, depending on how sweet your 
berries are)

Lemon zest (optional) a big pinch, 
grated

CornstarchĚ͆ʏ͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ͆ʴɴˮ͆̆ΎÓ̆͏Ǹ͏Ύ͏ľ͆
tapioca starch)

Lemon juice (optional), a few drops, 
freshly squeezed (helpful if your 
berries are not super delicious)

WAFFLES

Buttermilk,͆͆öΎʬ̆Ě͆̆ȬǸǃǤ͏ȬЃ͆ϯ�ˮɀľģ͆Ǹɐ͆
a measuring cup, in a pan of hot water 
for a few minutes, or in the microwave 
Ɔɴˮ͆ʏƝ͆̆ľöɴɐģ̆͆ʴɴˮ͆̆ΎÓ̆͏Ǹ͏Ύ͏ľ͆ˮľǃΎȬ�ˮ͆
ɀǸȬȣ͆ʬȬΎ̆͆ʏ͆͏�ÓȬľ̆ʬɴɴɐ͆Ȭľɀɴɐ͆țΎǸöľʻ

Butter, ½͆öΎʬ͆ʴŚ͆͏�ÓȬľ̆ʬɴɴɐ̆ʻ͆
unsalted, melted (plus a bit more for 
͏Ǥľ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ͆ǸˮɴɐĚ͆ǸƆ͆ЃɴΎˮ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ̆͆͏ľɐģ͆
to stick)

EggsĚ͆͆Ȭ�ˮǃľĚ͆�͏͆ˮɴɴɀ͆͏ľɀʬľˮ�͏Ύˮľ͆
(warming them in a bowl or pan of 
hot water—perhaps alongside the 
buttermilk—for a few minutes does 
the trick)

�&'2#�0'!#�̦-30Ě͆ʏ͆öΎʬ͆ʴɴˮ͆̆ΎÓ̆͏Ǹ͏Ύ͏ľ͆
�ȬȬǱʬΎˮʬɴ̆ľ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆ɴˮ͆�͆ǃȬΎ͏ľɐǱƆˮľľ͆
ϯǤǸ͏ľ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆ÓȬľɐģʻ

�#�02'#0�̦-30, ½ cup total (almond, 
Ƙɐľ͆öɴˮɐɀľ�ȬĚ͆ɴ�͏Ě͆ɴˮ͆ÓΎöȣϯǤľ�͏Ě͆Ǹɐ͆
any combination)

Cornstarch, ½ cup

Baking powderĚ͆͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ̆

Baking sodaĚ͆ʏ͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ

Salt,͆ʏ͆͏ľ�̆ʬɴɴɐ

Sugar ʴɴʬ͏Ǹɴɐ�ȬʻĚ͆͆͏�ÓȬľ̆ʬɴɴɐ̆Ě͆
white or brown

�0##)�7-%302�(optional), plain or 
vanilla, for serving

̻̹

BERRY COMPOTE

A GREAT START
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͂ Start the compote: In a small saucepan, stir 
together the berries and sugar (and zest, if using) over 
medium-high. If all or most of your berries are frozen, 
start cooking without adding water, as frozen berries 
release their juices as they defrost. If all or most are 
fresh, add a tiny splash of water, which will help the 
berries transform into a sauce. Cover the saucepan for 
about 1 minute, until the berries have released some 
juices, keeping a close eye (and nose) on them to be sure 
they don’t burn. If they aren't releasing enough juice to 
start getting syrupy, add another tablespoon of water to 
help them along. 

̓ Cook the compote: Once the berries have 
released their juices and started to break down into a 
syrup, cook them uncovered over low for a few minutes, 
stirring occasionally. When they have broken down and 
become syrupy, make a cornstarch slurry, which will 
help thicken the compote: In a small bowl or cup, stir 
together 1 teaspoon cornstarch with 1 teaspoon water. 
Stir the slurry into the compote, and allow it to cook 
for another 1 to 2 minutes, until it is glossy and slightly 
thickened. 

̈́ Finish the compote: When you’ve got a beautiful, 
glossy sauce, taste and adjust. Does it need more sugar? 
A little squeeze of lemon juice to add another layer of 
ƪ�ϩɴˮ˚͆Oɴˮľ͆ÓľˮˮǸľ̆͆͏ɴ͆ģǸȬΎ͏ľ͆͏Ǥľ͆̆ϯľľ͏ɐľ̆̆͆ɴˮ͆͏ǤǸɐ͆Ǹ͏͆
out a bit? A bit more cornstarch slurry to thicken it up 
a bit more? When it’s just how you like it, take it off the 
heat until you’re ready to serve it, at which time you can 
carefully pour it into a serving bowl.

ͅ ��)#�2&#�5�$̦#1Ɨ͆cˮľǤľ�͏͆ЃɴΎˮ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ͆Ǹˮɴɐ˄͆�ǤǸ̆ȣ͆
together the buttermilk and melted butter in a large 
bowl. Add the eggs and whisk well. In a separate bowl, 
ϯǤǸ̆ȣ͆͏ɴǃľ͏Ǥľˮ͆͏Ǥľ͆ƪɴΎˮ̆Ě͆öɴˮɐ̆͏�ˮöǤĚ͆Ó�ȣǸɐǃ͆ʬɴϯģľ Ěˮ͆
Ó�ȣǸɐǃ͆̆ɴģ�Ě͆̆�Ȭ͏Ě͆�ɐģ͆̆Ύǃ�ˮ͆ʴǸƆ͆Ύ̆Ǹɐǃʻ˄͆pǤľɐĚ͆�ģģ͆͏Ǥľ͆ƪɴΎˮ͆
mixture to the buttermilk-butter mixture, whisking until 
combined. You want the consistency of a smoothie that 
is neither too thick nor too thin. Add a little dribble of 
water or a touch more buttermilk if it’s too thick.

�Ǥľɐ͆ЃɴΎˮ͆Ǹˮɴɐ͆Ǹ̆͆Ǥɴ͏Ě͆öɴɴȣ͆Ύʬ͆ЃɴΎˮ͆Ƙˮ̆͏͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ˄͆
iɴɀľ͏Ǹɀľ̆͆͏Ǥľ͆Ƙˮ̆͏͆ɴɐľ͆̆͏Ǹöȣ̆˄͆:Ɔ͆ЃɴΎˮ̆͆ģɴľ̆Ě͆ö�ˮľƆΎȬȬЃ͆
ˮľɀɴϩľ͆Ǹ͏Ě͆ÓΎ͏͏ľˮ͆͏Ǥľ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ͆Ǹˮɴɐ͆�͆ÓǸ͏Ě͆͏Ǥľɐ͆͏ˮЃ͆�ǃ�Ǹɐ˄͆
After you get a good one, you won’t likely need to 
ˮľǱÓΎ͏͏ľˮ͆͏Ǥľ͆Ǹˮɴɐ͆Ǹɐ͆Óľ͏ϯľľɐ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ̆˄͆:Ɔ͆ЃɴΎ˩ˮľ͆öɴɴȣǸɐǃ͆
Ɔɴˮ͆�͆öˮɴϯģĚ͆ЃɴΎ͆ö�ɐ͆ȣľľʬ͆͏Ǥľ͆ϯ�Ɔƪľ̆͆ϯ�ˮɀ͆Ǹɐ͆�͆Ǥɴ͏͆ɴϩľɐ͆
as you cook up all the batter. Or, do what we do: Make 
ľϩľˮЃɴɐľ͆̆Ǥ�ˮľ͆͏Ǥľ͆Ƙˮ̆͏͆ɴɐľ͆ɴˮ͆͏ϯɴĚ͆͏Ǥľɐ͆ϯ�͏öǤ͆͏Ǥľɀ͆̆Ǹ͏͆
in anticipation as you make the rest one by one. Serve 
with your warm Any Berry Compote and a big dollop of 
Greek yogurt (if you like).

̻̺� (SERIOUS) NEW COOK
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